
than eliminating or altering endogenous gene
expression.

Gene targeting is the key to surmount-
ing these problems. To be of practical use,
the process of gene targeting would com-
prise the ability to efficiently direct the trans-
gene to a specific, precisely defined genomic
site such that a particular sequence could
be inserted or substituted at that target locus.
This paper examines gene targeting at the
mechanistic and phenomenological levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

In animal genetic manipulation (trans-
genesis) and also in gene therapy, the ran-
dom nature of transgene integration poses
several potential problems: (i) the transgene
may be expressed poorly or inappropriately;
(ii) an essential gene may be disrupted, or an
oncogene activated; (iii) the outcome will
be inconsistent between identically treated
cells; and (iv) transgenesis is largely
restricted to adding new functions rather
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1.1. Cell types

Gene targeting is an achievable goal in
mammalian cells. However, progress has
been limited by a lack of targeting effi-
ciency. Studies on mammalian cells in vitro
demonstrate that the vast majority of inter-
actions between transgene and endogenous
DNA result in random rather than targeted
integrations. The reported ratio of random to
targeted integration varies enormously, from
around 1:4 to more than 1000000:1. In most
cases, the ratio is between 1 000:1 and
10000:1 [4, 8, 13, 35, 43, 46]. It is note-
worthy that the low efficiency of targeted
integration in mammalian cells is in marked
contrast to that which occurs when DNA is
transfected into lower eukaryotes such as
yeast: under appropriate empirical condi-
tions, targeting is the norm and random inte-
gration the exception for such organisms.

Due to the low efficiency of targeting, it
is necessary to select for targeted outcomes
against a background of random outcomes.
Such selection is possible with cultured cells.
Embryonic stem (ES) cells may be subjected
to selection such that targeted cells survive
at the expense of cells containing randomly
integrated trangenes [55]. Because ES cells
are totipotent, surviving (targeted) cells
when transferred into early embryos give
rise to founder animals able to produce trans-
genic offspring. The production of success-
fully targeted mice by the ES cell route is
now fairly routine. However, this approach
is at present limited until such time as ES
cells are developed for non-murine species.

Targeted outcomes cannot be selected
for in zygotes. This does not, however, mean
that targeted events are impossible in
zygotes. Very few studies have looked at
gene targeting in zygotes, probably due to
the expense of gene transfer and analysis.
A landmark study by Brinster et al. [6]
involved the analysis of 506 transgenic
founder mice. These animals were produced
by microinjecting zygotes from mice con-
taining a deletion in the major histocom-

patibility (MHC) class II Eα gene. The
transgene construct was based on sequences
from this gene and included the sequences
absent in the host mice. A single mouse was
found to have undergone targeted correc-
tion of the Eα gene deletion. This study
shows that gene targeting is possible in
zygotes. Although it is not possible to deter-
mine an accurate frequency of gene target-
ing in zygotes from this work, it appears
that the rate of targeting (1 in 506 animals),
although quite high compared with cultured
cells (see above), is too low to permit the
efficient use of gene targeting in zygotes.

Nuclear transfer (NT) is the latest method
for introducing targeted changes into the
germline. NT involves replacing the
oocyte’s genome with that from another cell.
The genetic material from the donor cell is
“reprogrammed” into totipotency by the
recipient oocyte, such that the “recon-
structed” egg is able to develop into a viable
animal [7]. NT per se is effective in a very
broad range of animal types including cattle,
goats, mice and sheep [9]. Transgenes can be
introduced to donor cells in vitro, permit-
ting the production of genetically modified
animals by NT [33]. Because selection can
be applied to cultured donor cells, NT can be
used to produce gene-targeted transgenic
animals. Although in its infancy, the use of
NT for gene targeting certainly works, as
demonstrated by the recent generation of
the first gene targeted sheep [26]. The
method’s ability to work with many (pos-
sibly all) animal types indicates that NT
holds great promise as a tool for gene tar-
geting.

Gene targeting has great potential in gene
therapy, because it offers the ability to pre-
cisely repair mutant genes to restore their
normal functioning. Also, in contrast to gene
therapy approaches involving randomly inte-
grating transgenes, gene targeting is capable
of correcting dominant, gain-of-function
mutations. In situ gene targeting in humans
is a distant prospect, because selection
cannot be used in vivo. However, ex vivo
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transfected recombinases to enhance the
efficiency of HR, the utility of selection-
free gene targeting would be quite signifi-
cant. Possible benefits might include
circumvention of the problem of non-avail-
ability of non-murine ES cells (by allowing
gene targeting to be used with zygotes), and
the use of gene targeting as part of in vivo
gene therapies. However, although several
candidate genes for enhancing HR have
been described, the use of such genes in
gene targeting is at an early experimental
stage [46].

Novel alternative ways to improve tar-
geting efficiencies have also been proposed.
For example, triple helix-forming oligonu-
cleotides (TFOs) are able to stimulate HR in
mammalian cells [45]: it is possible that
TFOs could be used as agents to augment
targeting. Similarly, endonuclease molecules
may be able to deliver double-stranded
breaks to target DNA, leading to improved
rates of HR [37]. However, such approaches
are at an early experimental stage, and
the possibilities presented by these appro-
aches are beyond the scope of the present
discussion.

2. MODELS OF HR

HR has proved to be highly recalcitrant to
molecular/biochemical analysis. Indeed, the
ability to perform an entire recombination
reaction in the test tube remains an
unachieved goal. Thus an understanding of
HR depends primarily on genetic data. Most
of this data has come from model systems
based on lower eukaryotes such as moulds
and yeasts. From such data several plausible
hypotheses or models may be constructed.
However, determining the most valid
model(s) by distinguishing between specific
mechanistic details will require advances at
the level of precise molecular analysis. The
following sections (2.1–2.6) review the
major models of HR.

targeting approaches are under develop-
ment. Hatada et al. [17] used gene target-
ing to correct a defective hypoxanthine phos-
phoribosyltransferase (HPRT) gene in
hematopoietic progenitor cells. The
approach was similar to gene targeting with
ES cells or NT, in that selection was used to
enrich for targeted outcomes. If similar suc-
cesses can be obtained with pluripotent
clonogenic cells such as hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs), it may be possible to return
such targeted cells to the body of the patient
such that repopulation by the corrected cells
yields a therapeutic or curative outcome for
hematological and other disorders.

1.2. Homologous recombination

Gene targeting depends upon homolo-
gous recombination (HR). HR refers to any
process in which two similar DNA
sequences interact and exchange genetic
information. Cells have the inherent ability
of performing HR (the most obvious natural
occurrence of HR is in meiotic recombina-
tion; some DNA repair mechanisms
undoubtedly use similar processes). Gene
targeting seeks to harness HR such that
transgenes can be induced to undergo
recombination with their homologous
endogenous counterpart sequences.

Molecular biology has not yet elucidated
the details of HR. It remains conceivable
that the efficiency of HR in mammals could
be artificially enhanced in some way, such
that selection would not be necessary. For
example, if an appropriate mammalian
recombinase enzyme (or enzyme complex)
was to be discovered, the relevant gene for
the recombinase might be co-introduced
with the transgene molecules in order to
boost the rate of HR. The expression of the
recombinase would have to be tightly con-
trolled, however, since excessive produc-
tion of known recombinase enzymes is fre-
quently associated with recombination
abnormalities and cytotoxic effects. Never-
theless, if it were to become possible to use
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2.1. Simple “crossing-over”

In conceptual terms, the simplest mech-
anism of HR would involve the following
events: (1) pairing of duplex DNA on the
basis of homology; (2) double-strand cleav-
age at a homologous position; (3) duplex
DNA strands “crossing-over” each other
such that the broken ends become juxta-
posed; and (4) ligation (Fig. 1). This “cross-
ing-over” model is able to account for the
“swapping” of entire chromatid arms or seg-
ments (swapped where two crossovers occur
within a single chromatid) in meiotic recom-
bination.

2.2. The Holliday model

In the “crossing-over” model, each
recombined allele should segregate with
equal frequency, since genetic information
is neither created nor destroyed in a recip-
rocal “crossing-over” event. Genetic crosses,
however, do not always show this 1:1 seg-
regation outcome: at low frequency, “aber-
rant” segregation is observed, where the
ratio is skewed [18, 19]. Tetrad analysis in
moulds such as neurospora illustrate this
well. For example, in the cross between loci
AB × ab, “crossing-over” should give equal
numbers of the progeny Ab and aB, repre-
sented in the eight-spored ascus as a ratio
of 4:4. When aberrant segregation occurs,
outcomes such as 6:2 or 5:3 are observed
[34]. Aberrant segregation indicates that
nonreciprocal transfer of genetic informa-
tion may occur in HR, a process known as
gene conversion. The “crossing-over” model
cannot account for gene conversion.

In 1964, Robin Holliday proposed a
model that is able to explain the existence of
gene conversion [18]. The Holliday model
involves the following events: (1) homol-
ogy pairing, as per the “crossing-over”
model; (2) single-strand cleavage (“nick-
ing”) of both duplexes at a homologous site;
(3) “strand invasion” of free ends between
duplexes, such that the crossed strands unite

the duplexes in a structure called a Holli-
day junction; (4) “branch migration” of the
Holliday junction, moving the crossover
point away from its original position; and
(5) “resolution” of the Holliday junction by
single strand nicking (followed by ligation
of free ends) (Fig. 2).

The special features of the Holliday
model are: (a) the Holliday junction; and
(b) branch migration. The existence of the
former structure permits the latter process
to occur. Holliday junctions are envisaged as
symmetrical structures in which all four (sin-
gle) strands of DNA are equivalent, with
the junction being in a state of rapid equi-
librium in vivo (Fig. 3). In branch migra-
tion, the bases on each side of the junction
exchange places. Since breakage of base
pairing is balanced by formation of new
base pairing, the exchange process is ther-
modynamically neutral: thus it may be
envisaged that the crossover point is able to
easily and quickly migrate along the paired
duplexes. As branch migration occurs, in
its wake heteroduplex DNA will be formed.

Assuming that the homologous alleles
undergoing HR are nonidentical, the het-
eroduplex DNA formed by branch migra-
tion will contain mismatched bases. Such
mismatches may be repaired. Any such
repair would involve bases being replaced
using the opposite strand as a donor of
sequence information. The repair of mis-
matched bases in heteroduplex DNA would
explain the occurrence of aberrant segrega-
tion of the sort described above. Thus, the
Holliday model is able to account for gene
conversion.

Implications for transgenesis can be
drawn from the central features of the Hol-
liday model, in that gene conversion may
occur between transgene and endogenous
DNA. Indeed, depending upon the “plane”
of resolution of the Holliday junction, the
targeted transgene may not actually become
integrated into the target genome; however
the target sequences may have undergone
gene conversion-mediated alteration. If this
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Figure 1. Simple Crossing-over Model.
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process could be controlled (or its desired
outcomes selected for), it would provide the
means to directly introduce subtle changes
into endogenous genes. To harness gene
conversion in this way would be of major
importance for gene therapy.

2.3. The Meselson-Radding model

Analysis of gene conversion genetic data
indicates that relative segregation ratios

often vary significantly from predicted val-
ues, the latter values being based on the
assumption that the direction of mismatch
repair is random. The apparent breakdown
of randomness is most simply explained by
postulating the existence of asymmetric het-
eroduplex DNA at the HR initiation region.

In 1975, Matthew Meselson and Charles
Radding proposed a model of HR that incor-
porates asymmetric heteroduplex DNA [27].
The Meselson-Radding model involves the
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mismatch repair is assumed to occur
following branch migration: thus the
model envisions both asymmetric and sym-
metric heteroduplex DNA formation. The
Meselson-Radding model is able to account
for virtually all data from meiotic recombi-
nation. Additionally, the model simplifies
the concept of initiation of recombination, in
that only a single nick is required. This con-
trasts with the Holliday model, where the
nuclear machinery must somehow be able to
precisely localise homologous sequences
on the recombining duplexes prior to nick-
ing. Conceptually, single-stranded DNA
seems to be an essential prerequisite for any
sequence-level homology recognition, oth-
erwise it is very difficult to envisage the
transient base-to-base interactions that pre-
sumably must be an integral part of the
search for homology. It is noteworthy
that subsequent to the elucidation of the
Meselson-Radding model, the E. colirecom-
binase enzyme RecA was discovered: this
enzyme promotes strand exchange between
single-stranded DNA molecules and homol-
ogous DNA duplex molecules. More
recently, eukaryotic enzymes with abilities
similar to RecA have been described. Of
particular interest is Rad51p, a homologue of
RecA: this enzymes also binds to single-
stranded DNA and catalyses strand
exchange [28, 39].

Implications for transgenesis can be
drawn from the special features of the
Meselson-Radding model. Firstly the con-
cept of a single nick is encouraging in that
it suggests that incoming transgene
molecules may be able to search through
the endogenous duplex DNA for homolo-
gous sequences, without requiring any pre-
liminary homology recognition/alignment
(for meiotic recombination, it is conceptually
possible to rely to an extent on the gross-
level homology alignment of homologous
chromosomes). Secondly, the single nick
concept suggests that it may be possible to
enhance targeting frequencies by generat-
ing a single nick in a transgene prior to its
introduction to the cell. Finally, the concept

following events: (1) homology pairing, as
per the previous models; (2) nicking of (one
strand of) one duplex; (3) strand invasion of
a free end from the nicked strand into the
intact duplex; (4) “strand exchange” whereby
the invading strand undergoes progressive
homology pairing with one strand of the
invaded duplex (the other, displaced strand
is assumed to play no further part in the
recombination event); (5) Holliday junction
formation, as per the Holliday model;
(6) branch migration; and (7) resolution
(Fig. 4).

The special features of the Meselson-
Radding model are: (a) the single nick
(2, above); and (b) strand exchange
(4, above). Essentially, this creates a sin-
gle-stranded gap in one of the recombining
duplexes: the loss of sequence information
in this region generates the previously men-
tioned asymmetric heteroduplex DNA. Mis-
match repair, of the sort envisaged for the
Holliday model, cannot occur within the
gapped region. Instead, “gap repair” could
occur, with sequence information being
donated from the single-strand within the
gapped region (Fig. 5). Gap repair is thus
unidirectional, and therefore may account
for the breakdown of randomness observed in
gene conversion genetic data. The Meselson-
Radding model fits with the observation that
most gene conversion genetic data is indica-
tive of random, bidirectional repair, because
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of strand transfer/gap repair suggests that it
may be possible to ensure that the flow of
gene conversion information is in the desired
direction (at least for sequences close to the
single nick), i.e. from transgene to endoge-
nous gene.

2.4. The double-strand-break
repair model

Yeast cells are amenable to transfection
by plasmids. Transfected plasmids undergo

gene targeting if they contain sequences
homologous to yeast endogenous sequences.
The Meselson-Radding model is unable to
explain certain findings from yeast trans-
fection experiments [29, 40]. Firstly, intro-
duction of a double-strand break in the
region of homology on the plasmid leads to
products of HR that are identical to those
from unbroken (i.e. closed circular) plas-
mids; however, the “frequency” of target-
ing is markedly increased. Secondly, intro-
duction to the plasmid of a gap (in the region
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The special features of the DSBR model
are: (a) the double-strand break/gap (2 and
3, above); and (b) the generation of two Hol-
liday junctions (7, above). As with the
Meselson–Radding model, both gap repair
and mismatch repair are envisaged, leading
to gene conversion.

Implications for transgenesis can be
drawn from the special features of the DSBR
model, in addition to the implications aris-
ing from the Meselson-Radding model.
Firstly, the double-strand break concept sug-
gests that it may be possible to enhance tar-
geting frequencies by generating a break in
a transgene prior to its introduction to the
cell. Secondly, the concept of gap genera-
tion/repair suggests that information flow
at the region of the gap may go in the
“wrong” direction, i.e. from endogenous
gene to transgene, at least in cases where
the transgene construct has been introduced
as a linear molecule. In practice this need
not always be a problem, because the trans-
gene can be designed such that although its
recombining (homologous) element(s) may
undergo such conversion, the net result is a
targeted integration of the desired (nonho-
mologous) sequences.

2.5. Chimeric oligonucleotides
and HR

Chimeric oligonucleotides (COs) are
small (ca. 50 bp), self-complementary DNA-
RNA oligonucleotides with a double-hairpin
configuration. These highly specialized
transgene molecules have been developed
as tools for gene targeting [51]. By virtue
of their inherent structure, COs cannot pro-
duce large (several nucleotides) changes in
targeted genes; however they are able to
generate base substitutions at precisely
defined genomic positions. An important
feature of COs is that they have a higher
structural integrity than conventional trans-
gene molecules, and are thus less prone to
destruction within the nucleus prior to tar-
geting. Following initial reports of success

of homology) yields the same HR products
as does the break, however the HR fre-
quency is markedly elevated.

In 1983, Jack Szostak, Terry Orr-Weaver,
Rodney Rothstein and Frank Stahl proposed
a model of HR that accounts for the above
observations [40]. The Szostak, Orr-Weaver,
Rothstein and Stahl, or double-strand-break
repair (DSBR) model of HR involves the
following events: (1) homology pairing;
(2) double-strand breakage of one duplex;
(3) generation of a gap by exonuclease
action on the double-stranded break;
(4) strand invasion of a free end from the
gapped strand into the intact duplex;
(5) strand exchange, accompanied by dis-
placement of a “D loop” of single-stranded
DNA from the uncut duplex; (6) invading
strand acting as primer for DNA synthesis
using nondisplaced strand as template, lead-
ing to D loop enlargement; (7) D loop “inva-
sion” into gap site on opposite duplex, form-
ing asymmetric duplex DNA and generating
two Holliday junctions; (8) branch migra-
tion (of both Holliday junctions); and
(9) resolution (by cutting/ligation at both
Holliday junctions) (Fig. 6).
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of transgenesis, deciding between the two
models is important, in that the implications
differ between the two models. These impli-
cations include: (a) the form of DNA that
may be used for the transgene; and (b) the
direction of information flow between trans-
gene and endogenous gene (and the associ-
ated transgene design implications).

At the moment, the fine molecular/
biochemical details of HR are poorly
understood, therefore it is not yet possible
to definitively decide which model
(Meselson-Radding or DSBR) is most accu-
rate. Indeed, it has been suggested that “mul-
tiple” recombination pathways may exist
[34]. It is possible that different classes of
organisms have their own specific pathways;
but it is also possible that each class of
organism is able to carry out HR by the use
of more than one pathway. In simple sys-
tems such as E. coli,many recombination-
disabled mutants are known. However, not
all mutants block all HR events: one muta-
tion may block interplasmid recombination
but leave conjugational recombination unaf-
fected, for example. If such multiple path-
ways exist in higher eukaryotic cells, it may
in principle be possible to influence the host
cell (for example by altering the structure
of the transgene molecule) such that one
particular pathway is used. Such “pathway
selection” could influence the outcome of
a targeting event, for example by ensuring
that information flow occurs in the desired
direction.

It is conceptually possible that indepen-
dent, different HR pathways may be opera-
tional during a single targeting event. This is
probably most likely with replacement
(“ends-out” or Ω-type) transgenes, in which
the homology regions are present at the ends
of the transgene, separated by heterologous
DNA. In such cases, an independent HR
event is expected at each end of the homol-
ogously aligned transgene: such events
would not necessarily be identical in nature.
Indeed, it is also possible that HR may occur
at one transgene end and nonhomologous

in 1996 [10, 52], COs have been used to
correct various point mutations in a range
of mammalian cells. However, reported rates
of gene repair have been highly variable
(ranging from zero to ca. 40%), and occa-
sional unexpected mutational effects have
been found [11, 50]. These problems have
engendered a certain amount of controversy
concerning the use of COs in gene target-
ing, particularly in the context of gene ther-
apy.

The mechanism of CO action has not
yet been fully elucidated. However, gene
correction experiments designed to explore
this question indicate that targeting by COs
involves several of the fundamental features
found in the foregoing models of HR, such
as homology pairing and strand exchange
[14, 15]. Thus, the action of COs represents
a special case of HR. Extending from the
findings of Gamper et al, a provisional
model for the HR involved in CO may be
envisaged, as follows: (1) homology pair-
ing, involving a stabilised displacement loop
in which the entire CO resides; (2) strand
invasion of the free end of the CO into one
target strand, leading to Holliday junction
formation; (3) branch migration; and
(4) resolution (Fig. 7). If the CO includes a
single base difference compared with the tar-
get site, the result of steps 1–7 above will be
a mismatch. As with the previously described
models of HR, such mismatches may be
repaired. In 50% of cases in which the mis-
match is repaired, the target sequence should
be converted to that of the targeting CO.

2.6. Conclusion

The simple “crossing-over” and Holli-
day models are inadequate as explanations
of HR. The Meselson-Radding model is able
to account for data from genetic crosses
equally as successfully as the DSBR model,
and has the advantage of being conceptu-
ally the simpler of the two models. How-
ever, only the DSBR model is able to
account for yeast transfection data. In terms
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integration at the other [1]. A further possi-
bility, involving a variant form of DSBR
has been suggested by Li et al. [24]. In this
model, the transgene ends are envisaged
invading the homology sites within the tar-
get duplex, to produce one Holliday junc-
tion at each site. Thus, the resulting structure
(encompassing the entire transgene) would
be equivalent to a single unresolved DSBR
intermediate (Fig. 8).

Finally, the special case of COs fits well
with the concept of multiple HR pathways.
Although the mechanism of targeting used

by COs has not yet been fully elucidated, it
seems certain that key steps from the general
models of HR are utilised by COs to yield
gene correction outcomes.

3. TRANSGENE INTEGRATION
IN MAMMALIAN CELLS

This section addresses the issue of what
happens to transgene molecules upon intro-
duction to the nucleus or pronucleus of the
host cell. First, the events that may lead to
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• Integration occurs at a frequency of
between 10–30% of cells in which trans-
gene DNA is delivered to the nucleus;

• Integration occurs at one or, rarely, a
few chromosomal sites per nucleus; 

• Integrated DNA is usually present in
the form of a multicopy array;

• The vast majority of arrays consist of
head-to-tail associations. 

The precise molecular mechanisms of
random integration are not known. How-
ever, experimental data such as that outlined
above has allowed the construction of mod-
els of random integration. A general model
is presented below (Sects. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).

3.1.1. Concatenation

The fact that transgenes are usually pre-
sent as arrays (concatemers) indicates that

non-targeted (i.e. random) integration are
considered. Second, the phenomenology of
targeted integration is reviewed.

3.1. Random integration

The arrangements of exogenous DNA
integrated into the chromosomes of cultured
mammalian somatic cells are very similar
to the arrangements found in transgenic ani-
mals [5, 12, 16]. Furthermore, this is true
regardless of whether the transgenic ani-
mals have been derived from one-cell
embryos or ES cells. This suggests that the
underlying molecular mechanisms of ran-
dom integration are essentially the same in
all cell types.

The main features of randomly integrated
exogenous DNA are as follows:
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extrachromosomal events (concatenation)
take place prior to chromosomal integra-
tion.

Random end-to-end joining (ligation) of
transgene molecules should generate head-
to-tail, head-to-head and tail-to-tail associ-
ations in a ratio of 2:1:1. However, as men-
tioned above (Sect.  3.1), the vast majority of
arrays take the form of head-to-tail associ-
ations. Therefore, end-to-end joining can-
not be an adequate explanation of concate-
nation. However, rare head-to-head/tail-
to-tail associations do occur, so ligation
would appear to be a possibility. The sim-
plest explanation lies in the kinetics of free
transgene molecules: it must be stochasti-
cally infrequent for any two transgene
molecules to meet together in an end-to-end
fashion, and stay together long enough for a
molecule of DNA ligase to unite them [2].

If end-to-end joining cannot explain the
majority of concatenation events, another
form of interaction between transgene
molecules must be operative. The most
likely process is extrachromosomal HR
between circular and linear molecules. This
mechanism can be shown, in formal geo-
metric terms, to generate exclusively
head-to-tail concatemers [2].

A prerequisite for concatenation by extra-
chromosomal HR is the co-existence of both
circular and linear transgene molecules.
Experimental data shows that head-to-tail
arrays result (with equal frequency) fol-
lowing the introduction of either circular or
linear molecules [5, 12]. Therefore it is nec-
essary to postulate the existence of two
nuclear processes: (1) circularisation (by
ligation of the free ends of a transgene
molecule); and (2) linearisation (by random
nuclease action).

Linearisation would generate circularly
permuted molecules. HR could then occur
between circularly permuted and circular
molecules, or between circularly permuted
and input linear molecules, or between indi-
vidual (different) circularly permuted
molecules: in all cases the effect would be

the formation of a head-to-tail concatemer.
Repeated rounds of HR would extend the
array (i.e. increase the number of transgene
copies therein) (Fig. 9).

Several cultured cell studies have demon-
strated that linear DNA molecules are cir-
cularised by intracellular ligation, and a
number of similar studies have indicated
that circular DNA molecules are randomly
cleaved [3]. Thus, circularly permuted
molecules will be produced following intro-
duction of exogenous DNA molecules.

Concatenation of circularly permuted
molecules can most simply be explained by
the following events: (1) homology pairing;
(2) exposure of single-strand substrates at
the end of each duplex; (3) formation of a
duplex between exposed complementary
strands; and (4) resolution (by repair of the
duplex) (Fig. 10).

The fact that extrachromosomal HR
occurs with high frequency amongst indi-
vidual transgene molecules contrasts sharply
with the low frequency of HR between
transgenes and endogenous chromosomal
sequences (see Sect. 1.1). There would
appear to be two possible explanations, as
follows: (a) the “free” nature of the inter-
acting transgene molecules in some way
enables HR to proceed very efficiently;
and/or (b) the free (non-telomeric) ends of
the interacting transgene molecules are very
good substrates for recombinase enzyme
activities. However, the molecular/bio-
chemical details of HR remain to be eluci-
dated (Sect. 2); thus it is not yet possible to
give a precise explanation for the contrast
that exists between extrachromosomal HR
and the HR that underlies gene targeting.

3.1.2. Illegitimate recombination

Transgene or transgene array integration
only occurs in a minority of surviving trans-
fected cells, suggesting that (nontargeted)
integration is the result of a rare intranu-
clear event. The simplest model would
suppose that the rare intranuclear event is
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chromosomal (double-strand) breakage fol-
lowed by end-joining between the transgene
ends and the chromosomal broken ends.
Certainly, the frequency of DNA integra-
tion is increased by irradiation of the trans-
fected cells [30]. 

An alternative mode of chromosomal
integration could be “illegitimate” recom-
bination between very poorly matched
sequences. Studies of the nucleotide
sequences at exogenous-endogenous DNA
junctions have shown illegitimate recombi-
nation in a number of cases, although the
overall number of studies is small [2].

Interestingly, a diverse range of chro-
mosomal sequence disturbances has been
found in junctional studies. These include, in
order of frequency: deletions, duplications,
inversions and more complex rearrange-
ments including the appearance of sequences
from elsewhere in the genome or even of
unknown origin. Bishop [2] has proposed
an explanation of these observations that

sees exposed single-stranded ends of trans-
gene molecules initiating recombination by
invading DNA duplexes.

It is now known that the majority of
transgenic founder animals are mosaics.
This suggests that integration occurs dur-
ing DNA replication. Wilkie and Palmiter
[48] have proposed that the free ends of the
transgene initiate recombination by invading
a replication “eye”.

It may be that, in a situation analogous
to that of deciding between alternative path-
ways of HR (see Sect. 2.5), more than one
integration route is possible for randomly
integrated transgenes. As with gene target-
ing, a full understanding of the mechanisms
of random transgene integration awaits fur-
ther study at the molecular/biochemical
level. Such understanding is important from
the perspective of gene targeting, because
it may be that targeting frequencies could
be enhanced by somehow blocking “back-
ground” (i.e. random) integration events.

3.2. Targeted integration

The utility of gene targeting as a means of
gene therapy requires systematic study into
the mechanisms of the process. Given the
many variables involved in any gene tar-
geting experiment (i.e. cell type, transfec-
tion method, transgene design, target site,
etc.), it is unsurprising that progress towards
a detailed understanding has been relatively
slow.

Nevertheless, various studies have pro-
vided important insights into several aspects
of mammalian gene targeting. Initial studies
involved the use of artificially introduced
selectable target sites in mammalian cell
lines, such that rare targeting events could be
recovered. Later studies have used targets
of natural loci in mammalian cell lines, ES
cells and mammalian zygotes. Various
observations and inferences from such stud-
ies are considered in the following sections
(3.2.1–3.2.8).
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mal) transgene molecules.
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3.2.2. Transgene sequences

Gene targeting is dependent on HR,
which is in turn dependent on shared homol-
ogy between recombining DNA sequences.
The question is, how much homology is
required for optimal efficiency of gene tar-
geting? There is at present no complete
answer to this question, because systematic
studies are lacking, and comparison between
separate studies is very problematic due to
the existence of several variables other than
the extent of homology. Such variables
include other transgene sequences, the phys-
ical state of the transgene, the cell type used,
the target gene and the actual nature (rather
than simply the extent) of homology. Nev-
ertheless, several studies have provided a
partial answer. Thomas and Capecchi [41],
targeting the HPRT gene in ES cells, found
that targeting efficiency appeared to be
strongly dependent upon the degree of
homology possessed by the transgene (and
shared with the target locus). Specifically, an
increase in homology from 4 kb to 9.1 kb
correlated with 40-fold increase in the rate of
targeting, as measured by the ratio of tar-
geted:random integration. Shulman et al.
[36], targeting an immunoglobulin gene in
hybridoma cell lines, varied the extent of
homology from 1.2 to 9.5 kb. Again the
degree of homology correlated with target-
ing efficiency, with a 25-fold increase seen
over the range from 2.5 to 9.5 kb. No
increase in targeting efficiency was observed
between 1.2 and 2.5 kb. From these studies
it can be concluded that the frequency of
gene targeting is roughly proportional to the
extent of homology shared by the transgene
and its target locus. However, it is notable
that the effects of very large (> 9.5 kb)
homologies are not known.

Besides homology length, base pair vari-
ation may affect the rate of targeting. This is
evident from experiments comparing iso-
genic and nonisogenic transgenes. The
homology region(s) in an isogenic trans-
gene is derived from the same (syngenic)
laboratory animal strain as the target

3.2.1. Transfection method

In methods such as co-precipitation, the
exogenous DNA molecules must somehow
migrate through the cytoplasm of the host
cell in order to reach the nucleus. Of the
DNA that survives this journey, a substan-
tial proportion sustains some degree of
endonucleolytic or exonucleolytic damage.
In contrast, virtually no damage occurs to
DNA delivered directly into the nucleus by
microinjection [22, 47].

Gene targeting using a damaged trans-
gene is unlikely to be desirable in gene ther-
apy. Beyond this concern, it may be the case
that damage sustained by incoming trans-
gene molecules renders them less able to
undergo HR. The reasons for this are not
known, but the effect seems to exist. For
example, separate studies were conducted
by Lin et al. [25] and Thomas et al. [42]
both involving gene targeting of artificially
introduced defective genes in mouse fibrob-
lasts. Lin et al. reported a ratio of random
integration to gene targeting of 100000:1
whereas Thomas et al. reported a ratio of
100:1. The major difference between the
two sets of studies lies in the method of
transfection, with Lin et al. using CaPO4
co-precipitation and Thomas et al. using
microinjection. Similarly, in a systematic
study using the adenine phosphoribosyl-
transferase (APRT) locus in Chinese ham-
ster ovary cells, Vasquez et al. [46] com-
pared the targeting efficiencies associated
with various transfection methods. In these
experiments, mass-delivery methods (ele-
croporation, co-precipitation, liposomes)
yielded an average ratio of random integra-
tion to gene targeting of 200000:1 (range
2400:1 to 350000:1) compared with a ratio
of 1:15 for microinjection. In addition to
the possibility that HR frequency is reduced
due to DNA damage associated with the
mass-transfection methods, it has been sug-
gested that the larger numbers of transgene
molecules delivered by the mass–transfec-
tion methods may overwhelm the HR
machinery [46]. 
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animal. Therefore, isogenic trangenes con-
tain homology blocks that are genetically
identical (or virtually identical) to the tar-
get homology regions. By contrast, a homol-
ogy stretch in a nonisogenic transgene will
typically be interrupted by a number of
slight sequence divergences, such as base-
pair mismatches and small deletions/ inser-
tions. In a series of experiments designed
to compare isogenic and nonisogenic trans-
genes, Riele et al. [31] reported a 20-fold
improvement in targeting efficiency when an
isogenic transgene was used, yielding a
remarkably favourable ratio of random to
targeted integration (approximately 1:4).
The target site was the retinoblastoma sus-
ceptibly gene (Rb) in an ES cell line derived
from mouse strain 129. The isogenic and
nonisogenic transgene constructs contained
17 kilobases of homology, derived respec-
tively from (a) mouse strain 129 and
(b) mouse strain BALB/c. Similar results
were obtained from a systematic study by
Van Deursen and Wieringa [44], in which
the creatine kinase M gene (CKM) in ES
cells was targeted with transgenes sharing
9 kb of homology with the target site. In
these experiments, an increase in targeting
efficiency of approximately 25-fold was
observed when isogenic transgenes were
used. Thus, the use of isogenic DNA in
transgenes appears to hold promise for
improving gene–targeting efficiencies. How-
ever, it has not been established whether the
outcomes described above are applicable to
other target genes in other cell types. More-
over, there exists a dearth of systematic
knowledge concerning the nature, frequency
and extent of heterologies that may affect
targeting efficiencies. Nevertheless, it is rea-
sonable to conclude that, all other factors
being equal, transgenes employing perfect
homology are likely to yield better targeting
efficiencies in comparison with those using
interrupted homology.

3.2.3. Physical state of the transgene

In keeping with yeast data (see Sect. 2.4),
all studies agree that linearization of the

transgene (in the region of homology)
greatly enhances targeting efficiency (see
[21] for example). This finding is supportive
of the DSBR model (Sect. 2.4) as an expla-
nation of the mechanism of gene targeting
(but see also Sect. 2.6). Beyond lineariza-
tion, stripping the transgene ends to expose
around 200 nucleotides of single-stranded
DNA appears to further enhance targeting
[46]. Although the underlying mechanism
is not understood, the finding that single-
stranded transgene tails enhance targeting
fits well with the notion that HR involves
single-stranded DNA ends invading target
duplex DNA [38].

3.2.4. Transgene copy number

A targeting transgene molecule presum-
ably has to “search” through the host
genome until it “finds” its target sequence.
Therefore, it might be expected that target-
ing efficiency would be enhanced by increas-
ing the number of transgene molecules intro-
duced to the host cell. An increasing
cytotoxic effect is observed where increas-
ingly large quantities of DNA are microin-
jected into the nucleus. However, the tar-
geting efficiency can still be obtained, by
calculating the proportion of surviving cells
that have been successfully targeted. How-
ever, no study has demonstrated a correla-
tion between transgene copy number and
targeting frequency. This area has not been
extensively researched, but at least two stud-
ies have positively determined that there
appears to be no relationship whatsoever
between the number of copies introduced
and the efficiency of [32, 41]. The inference
must be that the initial search for homology
does not seem to be the rate-limiting step
for targeting. This conclusion is also sup-
ported by experiments involving amplifica-
tion of the target site (see Sect. 3.2.8):
an increased target copy number does
not appear to enhance the frequency of tar-
geting. Indeed, if Vasquez et al. [46] are
correct in postulating that too many
transgene molecules may overwhelm the
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copies, located in three clusters on differ-
ent chromosomes. Gene targeting rates were
the same in both cell lines. Similarly,
Thomas et al. [41] used three cell lines con-
taining integrated target plasmid sequences
present as one copy, four dispersed copies or
five tandem copies. Again, the rates of gene
targeting were similar in all three lines.
Such results infer, as suggested previously
(Sect. 3.2.4), that the initial search for
homology does not appear to be the
rate–limiting step for targeting. Interest-
ingly, recent (target amplification) experi-
ments in yeast have suggested that the fre-
quency of gene targeting does depend
on the number of target copies. Indeed,
Wilson et al. [49] report a linear relation-
ship between target site copy number and
the rate of targeting in yeast. The reason for
this difference between yeast cells and mam-
malian cells remains to be established.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although major progress in model build-
ing has been made in recent decades, exten-
sive biochemical analysis of the molecular
mechanism(s) of HR will be required if gene
targeting is to be better understood. On a
different level, the phenomenology of gene
targeting also requires extensive systematic
analysis.

Absolute frequencies of gene targeting
in mammalian cells remain low, and the
ratio of targeted to random integration is
still heavily weighted in favour of the lat-
ter. Until the frequencies are improved, the
potential use of gene targeting in non-selec-
tive systems will be limited. Such improve-
ment is likely to depend upon a more
detailed understanding of gene targeting,
which is in turn dependent upon systematic
analysis of the sort described above.
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HR machinery (see Sect. 3.2.1 above), it
may turn out to be the case that an inverse
relationship exists between transgene copy
number and targeting efficiency.

3.2.5. Position of target site

The position of the target site within the
genome does not strongly influence the fre-
quency of HR. For example, twelve inde-
pendent recipient cell lines were produced
by Thomas et al. [41], each line containing
a defective neomycin-resistance gene inte-
grated at a different chromosomal position.
Introduction of targeting DNA constructs
gave similar gene targeting frequencies in
all twelve lines.

3.2.6. Recombination hotspots

Targeting the endogenous β2-microglob-
ulin gene in ES cells, Zijlstra et al. [54]
achieved a very high frequency of gene tar-
geting (a ratio of about 1: 25 targeting to
random integration). Other investigators for
the β2-microglobulin target gene [20] and
for the Hox 3.1 target gene [23] have
reported similarly high targeting frequen-
cies. Such studies support the existence of
recombination “hotspots”. However, the
sequences involved in such hotspots remain
to be elucidated.

3.2.7. Target gene activity

There is no evidence that the level of
expression of the target gene correlates with
the frequency of gene targeting (see [20]
for example).

3.2.8. Target copy number

As noted in Sect. 3.2.4, experimental
amplification of the target site does not
appear to enhance the frequency of targeting.
For example, Zheng and Wilson [53] used
two mammalian cell lines, one of which
contained 2 target gene copies. The second
line contained around 800 target gene
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